LABEL & MSDS QUIZ

All of the following questions are based on the label and MSDS of __________________________ (fill in appropriate Product Name).

1: What is the amount of active ingredient?
   Where did you find your answer? the Label? the MSDS Both

2: What is the signal word?
   Where did you find your answer? the Label? the MSDS Both

3: Is this product a cholinesterase inhibitor?
   Where did you find your answer? the Label? the MSDS Both

4: What safety equipment must the applicator use?
   Where did you find your answer? the Label? the MSDS Both

5: What is the formulation?
   Where did you find your answer? the Label? the MSDS Both

6: What is the chemical family of this product?
   Where did you find your answer? the Label? the MSDS Both

7: Can this product be used in food handling establishments?
   Where did you find your answer? the Label? the MSDS Both

8: What is the LD50? (If there are several give all -- Oral, dermal...)
   Where did you find your answer? the Label? the MSDS Both

9: What are the symptoms of acute overexposure?
   Where did you find your answer? the Label? the MSDS Both

10: What are the symptoms of chronic overexposure?
    Where did you find your answer? the Label? the MSDS Both